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Ex-UPS employee arrested at Boeing
by Larry Steele
Trail Staff Writer

Five anti-nuclear protestors, including a former UPS employee, are
scheduled for arraignment today on
criminal trespassing and impersonation charges resulting from their infiltration of Boeing's cruise missile
production plant in Kent.
The demonstrators, all members of
the Puget Sound Women's Peace
Camp, apparently used phony identification cards to gain admission to
the facility for approximately one hour
on Tuesday, September 27. While inside, they talked with Boeing workers
about the social and moral impact of
cruise missile deployment. The
women handed out literature explaining their position before they were detained by security personnel and later
arrested by Kent police. All five of the
women face possible conviction on
gross misdemeanor charges.
''We broke the law. yes,'' says

Susan James, a former employee of
the UPS Public Relations Office,
"but we feel that there is a higher law
involved here.'' The higher law involved, the women claim, is the same
one invoked at the Nuremberg trials
following World War II. In those
trials, German citizens were judged
by an international tribunal to be
guilty of crimes against humanity for
their role in the extermination of
Jews, Slays, Gypsys, and other ethnic
groups. Though the defendants were
found to be in accordance with German law, they were condemned for
failing to obey higher laws of humanity. The five protestors intend to use
the Nuremberg rationale as the basis
of their defense when the case comes
to trial sometime next month.
"We feel there is a direct analogy
between the crematoriums of Germany and the production of firststrike cruise missiles. They are both
meant as means of extermination,''

James stated.
Since the Peace Camp opened on
June 18, the women had made
several unsuccessful attempts to
engage in dialogue with Boeing
employees prior to last week's visit.
Subject to certain restrictions, the
women had been allowed to pass out
literature outside the Boeing plant but
had not been allowed direct contact
with company officials. Two separate
written requests for meetings were rejected by T. A. Wilson, president of

Boeing, "leaving us with no choice
but to do what we did," James said.
"We felt that they had shut the door
on honest, respectful negotiations.
We wanted to make a really powerful
statement to the workers themselves
to get them to examine their consciences.
The Women's Peace Camp,
located in Kent, is a non-violent, nonprofit organization committed to
disarmament. The group currently
continued on page 3

Posner Lecture cancelled
by Glenn W. Chiott
News Editor
Russian journalist Vladimir
Posner's lecture, scheduled to take
place today in the Fieldhouse, has
been cancelled. The State Department
believes that the Kremlin did not want
Posner to visit the U.S. at this time.
Darryl Johnson, the U.S. Assistant
to the Undersecretary for Political Affairs, who spoke at UPS as part of
Asia Week, says that to his
knowledge, Posner never applied for
a visa. Johnson says that even if
Posner applies for a visa now, it will
take a minimum of two weeks for the
application to be processed. According
to Johnson, the amount of time required by the State Department to
process Soviet applications for visas is
set equal to the amount of time it
takes the Soviet government to process requests for American visas. If
Posner ever does apply for a visa, it is
by no means certain that his request
would be approved, Johnson said.
Approval of a visa request rests on the
issue of reciprocity. The U.S. wants
an American to be allowed to visit the

Soviet Union under the same conditions that Posner would speak in the
United States. Johnson says that even
if Posner had applied for his visa in
time, the State Department would
have either rejected it outright or at
least never acted on it. Johnson
speculates that the Kremlin is uncertain of the reception Posner would
receive if he did come to the U.S.,
due primarily to the recent downing of
Korean Airlines flight 007 by Soviet
fighters. The State Department
believes that the Kremlin did not want
to risk a loss of face, either by Posner
getting a hostile reception in the
U.S., or by having his visa application rejected outright.
Last week Posner cancelled his first
two appearances in the U.S., which
would have left UPS as his first stop.
Lectures chair Anthony Hemstad says
that Posner's agent assured him
through last week that Posner would
appear and the visit was not officially
cancelled until late Monday. Hemstad
expressed his hope that Posner's lecture could be rescheduled, but after
continued on page 3

Lawsuit filed against Board of Trustees
by Stephanie Crane
Trail Staff Writer

Filing a lawsuit against the UPS
Board of Trustees, the volunteer
organization ''Friends of the
Museum" alleges a breach of contract
exists between the James R. Slater
Museum of Natural History and the
Board. Charging that the new administrtive struct'rP, wh"4' is direct
ly responsible to the President of the
University, terminates the museum's

independent status, the group asserts
that loss of autonomy places museum
collections at considerable risk of
deterioration and violates the contractual conditions of a major museum
fund. Friends of the Museum wants
museum facilities to be used for
graduate and independent research,
while the Trustees want
undergraduates to have access to the
facilities also.
The Friends of the Museum comprises eleven individual donors, con-

cerned patrons, former principals and
alumni of the University. They regard
the museum as a facility best used for
high-powered graduate and independent research, administered by
''museum professionals.'' The
organization fears that an alliance
with the Biology Department introduces University control and
precludes museum professionalism.
Without the independent status, they
Jaim the ''bio-ethical'' orientation
necessary to preserve the integrity and

scientific value of the museum collections is lost.
Many of the members committed
much of their lives and personal collections to the museum. Skilled
researchers themselves, they seek the
best treatment of their work—and its
high-level application. Says member
and former curator Dr. Murray
Johnson, "The museum is an area of
academic excellence. Any major collection requires a stable, professional
continued on page 16
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Editorial and comment
Alumni Board misunderstands, says committee
Last week the Trail printed a letter
from the Alumni Board to the Dean
of Students which voiced concerns
about proposals included in the
"White Paper." The following is a
letter of reply from the Student Life
Committee which assures the Board
of the tentative nature of the "White
Paper" proposals and offers the
Board two positions on an ad hoc
committee which will discuss greek
rushing and pledging. Copies of the
"Comprehensive Plan for Improvement of Student Life," and "The
Summary of Reactions to the White
Paper," two documents sent with
this letter to the Alumni Board, are
available in the Dean of Students'
Office. The text of the Committee's
letter, written by History Professor
David Smith, is printed below in its
entirety. Ed.

campus students, development of
new programs of advising, and the
increased opportunity for students
and faculty to voluntarily meet one
another are all ideas which alumni
wish to encourage. It is clear that
you assent to the primary intention
of the White Paper; to support those
formal and informal initiatives
which will make the University a
more exciting and influential place
in which to live and to study.
However one or two of the questions
posed by your letter indicate that a
few misunderstandings exist within
the Alumni Board concerning the
next steps proposed by the White
Paper. Therefore we choose to take
this opportunity to offer an account
of its intention and to respond more
completely to the Board's concerns.

October 4, 1983

Your letter indicates that the Board
has assumed the White Paper is a
specific proposal for change. That is
incorrect. The primary intention of
the paper is to provoke discussion
rather than to present programs or
policies in final form. The White
Paper represents a step which is
prior to the development of proposals. It calls the University to
recognize the need to begin discussions on a number of issues. It does
not proceed, therefore, from an
analysis of needs to the proposal of
specific programs to an analysis of

Mr. Ted Johnson, Chairman
Alumni Board of Directors
University of Puget Sound
Dear Mr. Johnson;
The Student Life Committee is pleased to receive the Alumni Board's expression of support for some of the
co-curricular initiatives. We are
heartened to note your agreement
that development of freshmen class
unity, increased assistance to off-

how these programs might meet
these needs. Such a program proposal remains to be developed and it
is the expectation of the Student Life
Committee that proposals for
specific programs will be forthcoming this year.
If the direction of the document is
clear some of the deficiencies which
you cite can be understood. The
Alumni Board remarks about a lack
of identification and documentation
of problems. While there is some attention given to problems confronting the University, the document
described on page 18, the "Comprehensive Plan for the Improvement of Student Life," is the document which should be understood as
an analysis of needs to be met. This
analysis was shared with the Alumni
Board Chairman and the Board of
Trustees in April 1982 and has been
reviewed in on-campus discussions.
The White Paper assumes some
understanding of this document and
thus a thorough analysis of problems
facing the University is not included.
A copy of the "Comprehensive
Plan..." is enclosed. Furthermore
this survey of student needs is continuing and the University is currently
involved in a major survey of
studentperceptions of campus life.
Results from this survey will be
made available to you and to the
campus at large as soon as the data

are available early next Spring.
-

The Board also suggests that some
analysis of how proposed programs
will solve problems and some
understanding of possible unintended effects is missing from the White
Paper. Until more specific program
proposals have been formulated
such analysis would be premature.
It is the expectation of the Student
Life Committee that proposals
developed during the 83/84 year will
need to include the discussion of
solutions and possible unintended
effects.
From the discussion of alternative
rushing and pledging programs contained in the Alumni Board's letter,
it would appear there is also
misunderstanding of points made by
the White Paper on this topic. There
is apparently a mistaken conclusion
that the reason why freshmen fraternity pledges receive the lowest
grades of any single group is related
to the absence of seniors in fraternity houses. No causal connection
was intended between low pledge
grades and the relative absence of
seniors in fraternity houses. It is not
at all clear why freshmen pledges
receive these grades. The point to
be made is that, given the current
state of affairs, freshmen pledges require additional academic support if
they are to be successful

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Trail article criticized
Dear Editor:
I fear that an otherwise excellent
article by Ms. Shipman on the second Lake Wilderness Conference in
the last issue of the Trail (September
29, 1983) may leave the reader with
somewhat one-sided impression of
the nature and extent of some faculty's concerns about the overall
thrust of the White Paper proposals.
While it is true that the pragmatic
issues of faculty involvement, the
issues of "evaluation" and
"rewards" were extensively discussed, this discussion reflected much
more serious concerns about the intellectual and programmatic
assumptions of the White Paper. I
believe that I can speak for many
students and faculty in asserting that
the primary purposes of an institution of higher learning are the
cultivation of the mind and the acquisition of knowledge, which are
"curricular" in their very essence.
These are the chief and the most important functions of the faculty to
which we have chosen to dedicate
our energies and skills. The new emphasis on the so-called cocurriculum that the University is proposing to adopt as a major aspect of
its educational mission is likely to
have significant impact on administration, faculty, and students
alike, an impact which, contrary to
some assertions, has not as yet been
fLilly analyzed.

The proposals of the White Paper
represent a certain redefinition of
the purpose of our University, they
have major budgetary implications,
they could affect the amount of
resources available for academic
programs, and they may well change
the roles of both students and faculty. As one of my former students
succinctly puts it, "If I wanted to be
babysat, I would have gone to PLU."
I believe that it behooves us to address these issues more closely and
openly rather than to engage in unproductive name-calling about
"conservative atmosphere at UPS"
or supposed faculty "paranoia."
Sincerely yours,
Prof. Theodore Taranovski
Department of History

Freshmen shirts urged

-

Dear Editor:
Addressing your recent articles in
the paper and in the combat zone in
particular, I, as a freshman, would
appreciate a T-shirt as an easy way
to identify other freshpersons.
However, I think a shirt not representing so much the particular class but
the college that I attend much more
unifying. I am much more proud of
the fact that I attend UPS than my
particular class. These T-shirts or
shirts could be unique for each class
but stressing the whole school would
be more appropriate and would provide a greater sense of identity with
my fellow students.
Rick Watson

Inmate needs letters
Dear Editor:
I have been on Death Row for five
years, and have lost contact with all
my family and friends. So I was
wondering if you would run this in
your campus newspaper or pin it up
on the campus bulletin board.
Death Row prisoner, caucasian
male, age 37, desires cor-

respondence with either male or
female college students. Wants to
form some kind of friendly-type relationship and more or less just exchange past experiences and ideas
Write: Jim Jeffers, Box 13-38604,
Florence, Arizona 85232
Sincerely,
Jim Jeffers
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Susan James arrested at Boeing
continued from page 1

defines its purpose as one of
highlighting Boeing 's role in the arms
race, and doing all that it can to stop
the development and deployment of
cruise missiles. The group welcomes
the help of all women who sh.are its
interest in preserving life on this
planet.
'We feel that women have a
special role to play in this area, says
James. We offer hope in that we
haven 't been trained as soldiers or had
a hand in the decision-making processes that have led us to our current
dilemma. There aren't any women in
the Pentagon, but there are women
who are working to find a way out of
this mess.
Asked why she left her job at UPS,
James commented, ''The disarmament issue is so important, I felt

obligated to work full time on it."
James says that she is very happy
with the amount of support with
which the university community
received her decision.
Women who wish to know more

Representatives of the Washington
State University graduate school will
be on the University of Puget Sound
campus Friday, Oct. 14, to explain
opportunities for advanced study.
The visitation is part of a series of
recruiting sessions at colleges and
universities in the west to be conducted by Liza Nagel, graduate school
coordinator.
The UPS presentations will be
made at the Career Development
Center L225 between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. Faculty from the Colleges of

Posner
continued from page 1

hearing Johnson's statement that a
minimum of two weeks is needed to
process Posner's visa, Hemstad saul
he no longer expects Posner to appe
at UPS this semester.
Posner's lecture was to be the fir.t
of two lectures on U.S.-Soviet relations. The second, by Alexander
Ginzburg, is scheduled for 8:00 p.m.
Monday, October 10. Posner 's
cancellation will not affect Ginzburg 's
appearance, according to Hemstad.

about the Peace Camp may receive
more information by calling
1-872-3482. Men who wish to
donate their efforts to the camp's support group are welcome to find out
more by calling 1-523-9741.

Education, Agriculture and Home
Economics, and Sciences and Arts will
take part in the sessions.
Nagel said all bachelor and master
degree candidates or graduates are invited to attend.

Senate Elections

Bill Mann is coming to SHOWCASE
Friday, October 14, from
11:30-12:30 in the Snack Bar. If you
have any questions, please call Jim
Brain at X3367.

Oct 12:
Open Forum 9:00 p.m. Snack Bar
* Note time change
Oct. 10, 11, 12:
Cellar, Videotape of Candidates
Oct. 13:
Election, vote in SUB, Library,
tunnels or residence halls

Solidarios to chair Homecoming committee
by Glenn W. Chiott

News Editor

Semi Solidarios, Director of Student Programs, told the Senate that
Vladimir Posner will not appear as
scheduled October 6. The Senate
later appointed Solidarios to chair an
ad hoc committee to organize
H 3mecoming.
Solidarios informed the Senate that
Vladimir Posner, originally scheduled
to appear at UPS October 6, is not
going to appear. Solidarios says

Posner's visa was not processed. Emphasizing that Posner's visa was not
denied, Solidarios said one piece of
information was missing from
Posner's application. Solidarios told
the Senate that Posner may still appear at a later date.
Solidarios also spoke to the Senate
about Homecoming. Since the committee that organizes Homecoming,
which is to take place October 14 and
15, presently has no chair, and there
is insufficient time to interview for a
new chair, Solidarios requested that

team of Safety and Security personnel
who delivered a manila envelope to
Pilcher. The envelope contained
photographs of Pilcher and a note,
made of newspaper cutouts, that
threatened to make the photographs
public if Pilcher did not deliver one
thousand dollars in unmarked quarters
to the fountain. The photographs,
taken after the UPS- PLU football
game, are of Pilcher after the President of the PLU Student Body threw
a pie in his face, the result of a bet
made on the outcome of the game.

an ad hoc committee be formed to
organize Homecoming. The motion
passed unanimously.
President John Pilcher, student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, announced that the Trustees
will be on campus October 27 and
28. Pilcher said the Instructions, Student Life, Buildings and Grounds,
and Finance Committees will be
meeting. Also, the Board will be
meeting as a whole.
The meeting was interrupted by a
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equ is sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.
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Senate candidates
Kim Brooke
Hello! My name is Kim Brooke and
I'm a junior this year. During the past
two years I lived in A/L and this year
I'm a Theta in Seward.
I believe there are three main skills
necessary to be an effective senator.
These are leadership, the ability to
work well as a group member and being able to relate to the student body
as a whole. I possess these skills. I
learned about leadership when I was
on the Student Conduct Review Board
in high school. As a member of social
committee in A/L I acquired experience in leadership and group
membership. Also having lived in
both independent and greek atmospheres and knowing many offcampus students I have developed a
well rounded perspective of university
life.

AWARENESS ...1 attended the
Lake Wilderness Conference on the
proposed White Paper and learned
much about the advantages and disadvantages it has. Also, I became aware
of a need and interest in a greek
fellowship and bible study so I
organized one.
ENTHUSIASM ...1 feel very stronly about UPS and the activities and
opportunities it has to offer. I'm also
very friendly. If you have a question,
suggestion, request for more information or just want to talk, feel free to
introduce yourself and talk with me.

Teri Fishfader
We as students will be electing
seven new senators on October 13th.
Many critical issues will be facing the
new senators immediately upon entering office. I feel it is essential that the
senators have background information
on all of the major issues.
Some of the issues that I foresee as
being important to the student body
include: the White Paper discussions
and proposed changes, how the SUB
renovation plans will affect the
students, over priced off-campus
housing, and the distribution of contingency funds to clubs and organizations.
As a sophomore here at UPS I have
had time to observe concerns on this
ampus. The involvement I have ex)erienced through a wide range of
campus activities, has taught me the
importance of an effective student
government. If student government i
to he effective it must take the in-

\'ote I or kadership, awareness,
and enthusiasm ...Debbie Dahlin for
Senate.

Margi Dawson

I want to see student input, have
more of an impact than it does
presently. College life should be
geared toward the students.
Therefore, students should have the
opportunity to help set goals, introduce policies and implement
changes. As a senator I would work
toward this goal. It's rare that you get
the chance to make a difference in a
system.
Vote Kim Brooke for Senate!

Representing and serving the
students is what being a senator is all
about, and I feel that I have the experience and the enthusiasm to do just
that! My name is Margi Dawson, and
I'm a sophomore majoring in communications. As far as experience, I
have worked with the Senate for the
past year as Senate Secretary, and so I
know the work that is involved in being a senator. I am presently a
member on the SUB Renovation
Committee and on the Governance
Committee. Through this involvement, I have become aware of the
current issues on campus, and I realize

Debbie Dahlin
LEADERSHIP ... AWARENESS...
ENTHUSIASM...
These are qualities that I, DEBBIE
DAHLIN, have to give to Senate.
I 'm a junior living off-campus after
living two years in Schiff Hall. From
this I've gained a lot of different
perspectives of the students from experience.
LEADERSHIP ... I've been an
Orientation Counselor, given campus
tours, and even worked on the hypnotist's show. I've been an officer on
the Governance Committee responsible for seeing that the Senate knows
of our porposed revisions to the Constitution. I am the officer in Tn-Delta
that makes certain the meetings run
smoothly which will be important to
Senate this year.

the importance of having the
student's concerns and input known.
My freshman year I was an independent, and this year I am a member of
a sorority, and so I feel that I will be
able to represent the entire student
body! And that means you!

itiative on important issues.
Elect a responsible representative,
and vote Teri Fishfader for ASUPS
Senate.

Training Program. My involvement in
these areas has given me a manyfaceted perspective of the activities on
campus.
My next goal is to become a
senator., in order to be of most service
to the students here. In the near
future, there will be many changes
that will affect the UPS community. I
feel being a senator is vital to ensure
that student points of view are
represented in these transitions. Living here for three years has given me
the advantage of knowing many people, making me easily accessible to
receive input from students. My verbal quality will also assure that these
thoughts and ideas will be thoroughly
considered. I would appreciate your
vote to elect me to be your representa tive.

l.ciurci Knn

Experience Counts!
Hello, my name is Laura Kane. I
am currently a sophomore, living in
Smith Hall. The position of senator
requires a knowledgeable, dedicated
person, as well as one who is enthusiastic and a good communcator. I
believe that I am such a person, and I
base this claim on experience and proven commitment. Since March of last
year, I have been serving as an
ASUPS senator. During this time
have had the opportunity to become
familiar with the concerns and
challenges presently facing UPS.
Some of these include Winterim and

Kathleen Ka 'au a
My name is Kathleen Ka'au'a. I
am an independent junior and am interested in becoming an active
member of the UPS Senate. During
my three years here, I have been
aware of the many activities on campus. I was involved in KUPS and am
presently a member of Campus Films.
I played an active part in planning the

sexual assault forum held last spring
and was also selected to be a member
of Residential Life's Leadership

the academic calendar changes, the
White Paper, South African Investments and the ASUPS budget. I
also attended the Lake Wilderness
Conference two weekends ago and
am working on Cellar improvements
as my senate project. I believe that
the experience and understanding I
have gained thus far will enable me to
be a very effective senator. I hope you
will give me the opportunity to continue to dedicate my time, abilities
and enthusiasm.
Thanks,
Laura
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Senate candidates
Gary O'Leary
Hi, I am Gary O'Leary. This is an
exciting time at UPS, one filled with
many changes and chances for student
involvement.
Here is a good example, the White
Paper. The school is undergoing
drastic changes. Do you want a voice
in these changes? Though Lake
Wilderness was a positive step in
voicing our opinions, we need to
work more with the administration,
instead of butting heads against the
White Paper philosophy.

ed in school and to know many different individuals. I'm not going to
say that I will be able to do

everything for everybody but I do
promise to move quickly, precisely
and get the job done. Vote for Andy
Meek for Senator.

Clay Sagen

The controversy over the liniversity's policy of investing in American
corporations with subsidiaries in
South Africa was an extremely hot
issue last year and should continue to
be one this ye_r.
To tackle big issues such as these
requires tact, drive, and determination. Through my past involvement in
student government, I believe I have
developed these skills. Specifically, I
was an elected member of our Student
Council last year, a board member of
our Finance Committee, and member
of a future planning committee. I,
Gary O'Leary, really want to be your
senator.

Andy Meek
The position of senator is very
challenging requiring a lot of time and
hard work. There are constant
changes occurring in our student
government that need direct attention. I feel that with the qualifications
I have, I can effectively respond to
these changes.
Being a freshman, I have to rely on
my high school achievement record to
indicate to you my qualifications. In
high school I was an active member of
the Future Business Leaders of
America (FBLA), whose sole purpose
is to train its members to become effective leaders. I feel I am an effective
leader. During the summer of my
senior year I was a part of the
Business Week Conference held here
at UPS. Through Business Week I
was invited to a government day at
Olympia, which provided me with the
opportunity to talk with the governor
and many legislators.
So why am I running for Senate? I
feel that it is important to get involv-

I am a transfer student from CWU.
However I did not transfer directly to
UPS. I spent a couple of years working finding out what I wanted in life.
A UPS education is now a top
priority and I can see no better way to

understanding of the way that the
University community feels about certain issues. It is this understanding
that will enable me to best represent

courage more students to see the need
to take an active part in what goes on
at this university.
Aside from extensive experience in
dealing with various educational administrative bodies while attending
high school in California and Oregon,
I have also put much effort in
organizations here at UPS. I helped
organize a system of class government, served on the Class of '86
Council, and was a member of the
Special Events Committee. I am a
member of Pi Beta Phi sorority, but I
feel my semester as an independent

the students through the Senate.
''I woul(l j r' iv anprn. nt
support.''
Thank yun
Stdfl Sorensen

Melinda Wiltrout
The term ''concerned student" is
heard with increasing frequency as the
ASUPS Senate elections descend upon
our campus. More often than not,
those words are used to define the
motivation behind those students runfling for a position. However, I think
it is unfortunate that at UPS the
words "concerned student" find such
a limited base. It is my hope that if
elected to a Senate seat, I can en-

enables ate to icpicsctt hutlt a greek
and independent perspective on issues
currently being discussed by this
university.
I hope you will all take the time to
be "concerned students'' and vote on
October 13 and remember Melinda
Wiltrout for Senate.

Oral history preserved
by Brad Duncan
Trail Staff Writer

complement that education than to
hold a senate position and have a say
in government. I have read the White
Paper and believe the ideas can be
refined and more discussion is needed
to accomplish these refinements.
I am concerned with the issues here
at UPS and would like the opportunity to argue them in the senate.
Thank you for your vote,
Clay Sagen

Stan Sorensen
"There are many issues facing the
student body this year that have the
potential to change the University,''
states Sophomore candidate Stan
Sorensen. ''I feel that my understanding and familiarity with these issues
will allow me to make sound decisions
on behalf of the student body.''
Stan has governmental experience
ranging from high school and service
club activities to an appointed position
on a county commission in his home
state. At UPS, he is a Peer Advisor
and works closely with Academic Advising and Residential Life.
"Through my contacts with the
students and faculty I feel I have an

It's happened at last. The
technological revolution has invaded
even the musty, ''dry-as-dust"
world of the historian. That was the
theme this past weekend at least, as
several hundred individuals, travelling
from as far as England and Brazil,
gathered at Seattle's Edgewater Inn
for the Oral History Association's
1983 Oral History Workshop and
Colloquium.
Oral history, as defined by the
Oral History Association (OHA) is
"a method of collecting historical information through tape recorded interviews." According to its adherents,
this form of data accumulation is the
wave of the future within the
discipline, and since 1966 the OHA,
located at North Texas State University in Denton, has dedicated itself to
promoting and coordinating the use of
oral historical research.
According to Bruce Stave, Professor of history at the University of
Connecticut, we are, everyday, immersed in the raw material of oral
history. Stave and other oral
historians argue that the oral, non-

literary tradition is by far the outstanding method by which not only
historical information, but folklore
and socio-cultural traditions are passed from generation to generation. The
stories people tell of their own lives,
of their own experience, provide the
historian's best primary source
materials; materials which are,
tragically, rarely added to the
historical record since they are rarely
written down. The literacy barrier,
according to Stave, denies the
historian access to a huge informationrich element of our heritage.
The intention of the oral historian
is to pierce that barrier and collect as
much information as possible in its
purest form. In fact, the purity of the
information is seen as one of the virtues of oral history. An interview,
recorded in its entirety, is less likely
to be subject to the inaccuracies of the
biased historian, who might approach
the topic with a preconceived argument or with his own ideological baggage. The historian as filter, who interprets the source himself and then
conveys his verdict to the public, is
removed by oral history in favor of
continued on p. 18
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Society encourages eating disorders
by Jailyn Brown
Trail Staff Writer

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are
psychologically- based eating
disorders. Anorexia is characterized
by an obsessive concern with dieting
and exercise accompanied by an exaggerated fear of weight gain. Physically, it manifests itself as starvation,
with a drop in weight up to 25% less
than ideal body weight and, in
women, the cessation of the
menstrual cycle. Bulimia, also known
as the purge and binge syndrome, is
characterized by the compulsive
eating, to the point of nausea and
pain, of enormous quantities of food
followed by some form of purging.
Eating disorders such as anorexia
and bulimia are typically exhibited by
women. Our society encourages—nearly demands—that
women be weight-conscious. It is
fashionable. An anorexic or bulimic
may ''feel fat" whether that be the
case or not. She may tend to be a
perfectionist, rarely satisfied with
herself. The most overriding fear in
her life is the fear of gaining weight or
becoming fat, yet this is a fear she
feels she cannot share with anyone
else. She believes no one will understand. Such apprehension is reinforced
by secretive behavior to prevent
detection. As this behavior continues,
it only aggravates the sense of isolation.
Low self-esteem is the major impetus to anorexia and bulimia. Someone with a poor self-image may think
that she will be more acceptable to
others—and to herself—if she is thin.
From a very early age girls are taught
that part of being beautiful and
womanly is to be thin, to have a
36''-24''-36'' figure. It is commonplace to hear a woman complain
that she is too big here and not big
enough there. This expectation and
pursuit of the ''perfect figure" actually reinforces the message 'you are not
acceptable the way you are', and for
many women who cannot achieve
such ''perfection,'' the message
becomes 'you will never be acceptable.'
Judy Roska, UPS counselor, is particularly concerned with the role of the
media in reinforcing this dilemma.
The media perpetuates the myth that
women need to be beautiful and
svelte in order to be successful and
happy in business, love, or nearly any
aspect of life. In advertising we are
constantly bombarded by commercials
telling us it is imperative to use this
diet aide, or that diet soda, or some
other gimmick just to be normal and
happy. All our role models from TV

shows and magazine ads are slender;
they reflect what this society has
established as a desirable appearance.
It is curious that ours, the most affluent society at present, has as its
ideal not the robust women depicted
in a painting by Rubens, but rather a
gaunt figure that minimizes all
physical aspects of a woman's body.
Anorexics often are overly concerned with being what they think others
want them to be—with living up to
the perceived expectations of others.
Yet the need to be an individual is
also present. An anorexic may believe
that her control over food adds a
dimension of control in her life. She
may feel that by not eating she is
asserting her personality, drawing a
distinction between herself and her
family or friends. Hence, a feeling of
power over her relationships with
others develops out of asserting
herself in her relationship with food.
A rigid schedule demanded by uncompromising eating and exercising
rituals acts as an excuse for the
anorexic in limiting her personal relationships. As The Hopeline, a bulletin
addressing the problems associated
with eating disorders points out, ''A
major part of recovering from an
eating disorder is renewing contacts
with people. One of the most serious
consequences of directing large
amounts of time and energy into the
obsession with being thin or with
food-related behaviors is social isolation ... Only after I was able to be verbally assertive was I willing to give up
my nonverbal assertiveness."
Bulimics tend to seek comfort in

eating. Going on a binge becomes a
way in which a bulimic relieves stress.
Rather than learning to cope with her
problems, she takes refuge in food.
This behavior is the beginning of a
vicious circle. After a binge comes
purging, and after that comes guilt,
w1ich only contributes to the stress
originally triggering the behavior.
Bulimics often are extremely secretive
about their actions, which further increases the feeling of guilt and the
level of stress. The methods of purging—including vomiting, abuse of
diuretics and laxatives, and
fasting—can in a very short time
cause serious physical problems.
Treatment for eating disorders may
involve a myriad of different approaches. It must include attention to
the physical symptoms, but also requires concentration on the mental
and emotional causes of the disorders.
Therapy for families, individuals, and
groups helps break down barriers
isolating bulimics and anorexics from
self, family and society. Support
groups may provide encouragement,
and reading lists educate people on
the nature of these disorders as well as
providing examples of similar experiences and methods of dealing with
the problems.
Recovery, constituted by a permanent change in behavior, takes time.
First, it requires the realization that a
problem exists. Furthermore, it involves a struggle to change the
destructive patterns. An anorexic
must give up one method of coping
with her problems in order to adopt
another. Accepting this change is dif-

ficult, somewhat akin to trying not to
panic when someone takes away your
life preserver in order to haul you into
the boat. It is not enough to overcome
the obsession with food, but one must
endeavor to discover and understand
the reasons behind this obsession. Improving the sense of self-worth, or
creating a better self image, is the end
goal.
The UPS Counseling Center is
endeavoring to educate the University
community on the problem of eating
disorders. In recent years the known
incidence of these diseases on campus
has increased significantly. This increase can be attributed largely to two
causes: first, an actual increase in the
number of people suffering from these
diseases and, perhaps more importantly, the breakdown of taboos
against admitting to and understanding eating disorders. The latter is
due largely to the efforts of the
counselors at educating the UPS
populace. Individual and group
counseling is available, and sessions
for living groups are also encouraged.
For more information about these services contact the Counseling Center,
X3372.

St. Joseph's Hospital is
establishing a library of materials on
eating disorders. They are pursuing
their goal of raising public awareness
by amassing a variety of technical and
non- technical books, journals, and
pamphlets. The library staff is engaged in compiling and publishing informational brochures on anorexia and
bulimia.

Finucane joins UPS as Chism Fellow
Ron Finucane is one of the new
members of the UPS faculty this fall.
He is the Chism Visiting Professor in
the Humanities. A specialist in
medieval history, Dr. Finucane is
teaching a course in that subject for
the History Department and is teamteaching Honors 201 with Michael
Curley from the English Department
Dr. Finucane comes to UPS from
Oxford, where he worked on the
research for his three books—the la't
of which, on the crusades, is due out
in November—and for a work in progress now. While in England, he
completed his Ph.D. (1972), taught
for four years at Reading Universit,
and also taught English History for
the University of Maryland's ''Study
in London'' Program. Dr. Finucane
did his undergraduate work at the
University of Nevada, and received
both his Masters and his Ph.D. from

Stanford.
"Why," one might reasonably
ask, ''would a medieval historian
leave Oxford for Tacoma?" Dr.

Finucane comments that the quality of
the faculty in the History Department
impressed him, and that he found
both the physical appearance of the
UPS campus and its geographical
location pleasant and inviting. After
thirteen years in England, he said, ''It
was time to come back."
Both the concept of team-teaching
and the experience of participating in
such a program as UPS' Honors Program are new experiences for Dr.
Finucane. He considers the latter to be
a sound concept that requires a
great deal of dedication from
students, but is well worth the
effort."
Dr. Finucane is the first Chism
Fellow. The appointment is for two
years. In addition to teaching, the
Chism Fellow is expected to give a
public lecture and to arrange a faculty
seminar.
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Art collection documents Asian culture
by Jan Matsushita
Trail Staff Writer
50 Years: A Legacy of Asian Art,
presently showing at Volunteer Park,
Seattle, captures the unique histories
and cultures of the Asian peoples.
This year-long exhibition features the
permanent treasures collected by the
museum in the past fifty years, including Japanese hanging scrolls and
screen prints, Chinese bronze pieces
and jade figurines, and Indian sandstone and limestone statues.
The artifacts in the museum are
grouped by country. Thus, a visitor
can observe the historical progression
of each culture. Even the viewer with
little or no background in Japanese
history will learn something about
Japanese culture by walking through
the room filled with Japanese masterpieces. The haniwa figure, which
greets one at the entrance of the cx-

hibition, documents the earliest
records of Japanese civilization. These
redstone figurines, representive of the
nomadic warrior culture of the Kofun
Period, provide insight into the
lifestyle and values of the earliest
Japanese.
Similarly, a pair of six-fold screens,
titled Genji Monogatari and based on
the famous novel by Murasaki
Shikibu, describes life in Heian Japan.
Scenes of Peasant Life, another pair of
six-fold screens, depicts the overriding influence of the natural
elements on the simple life of the
Japanese peasant. Figures on the
screens react to a raging storm,
harvest their staple crop, rice, and
carry out the everyday chore of
washing clothes.
One of the most fascinating
displays is a showcase on the back
wall containing over thirty ornamental
figurines, called netsuke. The net-

suke, none more than two inches tall,
were fastened to a tobacco pouch or
pipe case. Carved out of wood, ivory,
or lacquer, netsuke come in all shapes
and sizes, from an old blind man with
a cane, to a rat nibbling a candle, to a
molting cicada, to a demon mask.
As one leaves the room filled with
Japanese artifacts and moves into the
world of the Chinese, one notices a
link between Japanese and Chinese
culture, and rightly so, for the
Japanese borrowed culturally from the
Chinese. The extensive collection of
Chinese jade pieces and snuff bottles
parallels the netsuke of Japan. The
diversity of jade figurines is a credit to
the museum, and the intricate detailing of the pieces, a credit to the
Chinese craftsmen.
The development of pottery is
another interesting facet of the
Chinese exhibit. The bronze
ceremonial vessels, delicately designed, served a utilitarian purpose for the
early Chinese. The Yuan culture of
the 14th century B.C. indicates a high

level of sophistication in the simple
elegance of a dish, in the shape of a
flower blooming. By the time of the
Han Dynasty, 200 B.C. - 200 A.D.,
pottery served a purely decorative
purpose, and a grain mill done in
green glaze is the foremost example of
this development.
The numerous sandstone and
limestone statues of the Buddha and
other Indian gods are the highlights of
the Indian exhibit. These life-size
figures call to mind the influence these
deities had on Indian art and culture
and it is interesting to see how the
statues portray the development and
changes the gods underwent in Indian
thought.
For those who have not been to the
Volunteer Park museum, 50 Years: A
Legacy of Asian Art is a must. For
those who have been there before,
this exhibition is certainly worth a second or third visit. The show runs
through May 1984. Student admission is $ 1 with identification, except
on Thursdays when admission is free.

New director brings jazzv
Angel City to Inside Theatre
by Donnie Trevathan
Trail Staff Writer

Pee Wee Herman

Pee Wee Herman parodies
'50 's kiddies shows
by Susan Schlee
Paul Reubens, alias Pee Wee Herman, the perpetual juvenile brings his
own zany form of childish comedy for
adults to the University of Puget
Sound Fieldhouse for Homecoming,
on Friday, October 14, at 8:00 p.m.
With his slicked-back hair, snazzyif slightly too small suit, nifty red
bow tie and white bucks, Pee Wee is
an act unto himself. If one adds a pro-

fusion of toys, puppets, mini-tootsie
rolls, and an almost divinely inspired
sense of -the comic, the evening
should prove anything but dull.
Pee Wee's show appears to be a
parody of the ''fifties T.V. kiddie
show," where anything may, and
frequently does happen. If one must
characterize Pee Wee Herman, it
could be said that he is a campy blend
çf 50's innocence and 80's New

continued on page 13

A sax explores musical effects from
behind a curtain to the left of the Inside Theatre. The stage, on a slant,
extends down into the area of the
front rows, every square inch visible
to various groups of one or more
figures scattered throughout the interior. Actors and hopefuls have
gathered for auditions for Angel City,
directed by Gary Grant.
"Different'' is in the air. Most
have read the script, or at least heard
the rumors—' 'I heard it's going to be
group improvisations or
something' '—and know that the
evening will not present a traditional
audition. But then Angel City is no
traditional play, and Sam Shepard is
no traditional playwright.
Shepard, hailed by a New York
Post Reviewer as "The most influential young playwright in America, ''is
known for taking apart the myths of
modern American life. In Angel City
he goes after Hollywood and the
Great American Dream Machine. A
movie producer hires a young stuntman to salvage a multi-million dollar
picture by converting it into a disaster
epic. What follows is a chaotic, freeflowing adventure, underlaid with

both hysteria and serious perceptions.
It is not only the volatile script,
however, that separates Angel City
from the theatre mainstream. Rather,
it is the combination of music, movement and voice that sets it apart.
Angel City is one of Shepard's three
jazz plays. Two of the six characters
are jazz musicians—a saxophonist
and a tympani drummer: their musical
improvisation is the spinal cord of the
action.
''The actors and musicians have to
collaborate to come up with the
rhythm of a section, instead of just an
actor finding his own rhythm within
the script,'' comments Grant. ''Each
character is defined in part by the
music and how the actor reacts to it."
'Transformation' is another key to
the dynamics of Shepard's productions. Characters change instantly
from form to form. Without benefit
of costume change or backstage rest,
one Angel City character, Mrs.
Scoons, metamorphoses from an Irish
scrubwoman to a Samurai warrior.
Shepard mentions this change in his
note to the actor:
''The term
'character' could be thought of in a
different way when working on this
play. Instead of the idea of a 'whole
character' with logical motives behind
continued on paqe 13
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Colby featured at Downtown Gallery
by Mary Sudar
Trail staff writer
estoration, rejuvenation,
renaissance—such terms
pepper debates over what
downtown Tacoma currently needs to
arise from the ashes of urban renewal.
Although these discussions often
center around commercial development, a recent conclusion rather uniquely concerns the fine arts, and the
result is the new Downtown Gallery,
primarily designed to showcase the
works of Pierce County artists. Twoand three-dimensional works by
Thomas Torrens, Frances Vandal, Jan
Atkinson, and Bill Colby will be on
display through October 20, and new
exhibits will appear on a monthly
basis.

R

ale walls, high ceilings, and
bare hardwood floors give
the interior a studio atmosphere, designed to provide a
minimal setting for the artworks
themselves. Thomas Torrens,
sculptor-in-residence at PLU, fills the
center aisle of the two display areas
with large compositions in wood,
steel, bronze, and aluminum which
reflect the Northwest's industrial environment both materially and
spiritually. Included in this show are
four fountains, two of which are actually operating. The bronze Water
Column I and Hydro Column I both
incorporate electric light, and the
sound of water splashing against glass
and metal adds another dimension to
primarily visual works. Several other
mpositions—including the symmetrical Rudders—would be infinitely
more effective placed in their natural
(water) environment. Viewed in a
!krv. they are primarily awe111"'piring in terms of size rather than
spirit. Aleron, which combines
ngly-grained wood with scourpohed aluminum, is a delicately

P

balanced building-block arrangement,

Sheraton Hotel, will insure its success. Orchestrated efforts by the Cornerstone Development Co., the
Junior League of Tacoma, and the
Civic Arts Commission have provided
the Gallery with initial monetary support, as well as a volunterr staff (from
among Junior League members) and a
year of free rent, courtesy of Cornerstone. Ideally, after that time, the
Gallery will be self-supporting.
he Downtown Gallery's outof-the-way location makes
finding it something of a
treasure hunt, but the search is well
worth it, and the concept of providing
a place to both view and purchase
works by local artists fills a long-felt
need in the downtown area. Tucked
halfway down Court C off Ninth
Avenue, behind the UPS School of
Law, the Downtown Gallery is open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday. There is no admission
charge and the majority of works are
for sale.

with rock-like forms in a frame,
creating a feeling for the emergence of
life from the sea or the sky. Of this
series, Discovery Rock and Exordium
are of particular note for their complementary incorporation of color and
actual/illusory form. Pictographs,
representing symbols of the past,
feathers, rocks and fossils are recurrent elements in the watercolors Pictograph Fragments I and Pictograph
Fragments II, with warm oranges and
cool, distant blues. A Feather for E-na, a color woodcut on Japanese
Torinoko paper, particularly stands
out from the other Colby creations;
Colby incorporates the oft-used
feather symbol with a new technique,
a striking contrast of bold wood grain
and bright watercolor within a
restrained, calculated composition.

starkly inviting in its juxtaposed
positive and negative shapes. These
pieces are reminiscent of lumber mills
and shipyards, and all are executed in
the spirit of illustrating that ''totem
poles and seagulls are not the only
sculpted forms indigenous to this
area.''
an Atkinson, a Tacoma Public
Schools art instructor, provides
a gradual transition from Torrens 's studies, for her porcelain compositions encased in plexiglas box
frames combine elements of sculpture
with a more two-dimensional design.
The contrasts inherent in slick, cold,
modern plexiglas and rough, warm,
ancient clay play a strong role in her

J

arrangements. Initials, Facts About
Things I'm Not Sure About, and Until Now are a somewhat repetitious
series of compositions of texturededge porcelain sheets and small,
sharp-edged bits and pieces. Influenced Wishes No. 21 is perhaps the
liveliest of the group, exploiting the
possibilities of depth and diagonals to
a great extent, as well as incorporating a• whimsical series of fish
heads among the more geometrical
elements. Atkinson's prospectus on
her works states that ''life or life
situations" around her provide the
basis for each piece, and symbols are
widely used; viewers needn't understand her work thematically and may
experience pieces on a purely visual
level or interpret them in their own
way. Enough said.

T

rances Vandal's pastel and
graphite works reflect
the night-and-neon environment, the emergence of light from
dark, and Hyperbola VI is an exciting
arrangement of color rods slashing
through the blackness. Her ''seasonal
series" is executed in the same spirit
as the Hyperbola works, with slashes
of color intersecting uniform
backgrounds. Pastel panels named for
the seasons, and the smaller Spring

F

Garp shows at UPS
Bored? Shagged out? Ready for a
new look at life? Get a new perspective on your world by seeing how
someone else looks at their's. Watch
Robin Williams in "The World According to Garp," this week's campus film. Showtimes are 6, 8:30, and
11 on Friday and Saturday, and 6 and
8:30 on Sunday. Still at the bargain
price of only 75 cents

Equinox, Summer Solstice, Autumn
Equinox, and Winter Solstice group,
are most effective when viewed as
four-part studies; individually, they
can appear somewhat vapid, as
though they are merely portions of
larger works. A personal favorite is
Spring Equinox, reminiscent of an
Oriental scroll painting, with a
peaceful, pale green, ''new wheat"
spirit to it.
upporters hope that the
Downtown Gallery will
encourage pedestrian browsing in the area, and that surrounding
downtown development, including
the construction of the Tacoma-

ature and its forms and the
placement of natural and
man-made objects in a certain atmosphere in order to reveal
some of their multiple symbolic meanings are prevalent in UPS art professor
Bill Colby's meditative works. A
series of shaped acrylic paintings combine subtle gradations of pale color
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US-PRC relations warming with time
by Rufus Woods
Trail Staff Writer
A high-ranking State Department
official predicts that the relationship
between China and the United States
is on the verge of a major
breakthrough.
Darryl N. Johnson, Assistant to
the Under Secretary of State for
Political Affairs, said Wednesday he
expects an increase in trade, as well as
exchanges of students and technology
in the next few decades.
Johnson, a former University of
Puget Sound student, lectured on
''China's Century" as part of the second annual Asia Awareness Week.
In 1975, the late Chinese Prime
Minister Zhou Enlai predicted that the
nation would be a modernized
socialist state by the year 2000,
Johnson said.
"The likelihood that that will happen is remote," Johnson said, adding
"it might not happen by (the year)
3000."

Improvements in trade and
technology will probably bring in
more foreign capital, he said, but also
will widen the gap between the more
wealthy urban dwellers and the lesswell-off farmers.
And modernization won't alleviate
the critical problems already faced by
the People's Republic of
China—overpopulation, shortage of
food, lack of education and the lack of
production, he added.
One of the key questions surrounding this drive for improving China's
economy is whether the government
can prevent social disruptions, such as
the now-infamous Cultural Revolution.
''That's a big if,'' said Johnson.
The stability of the regime will depend upon whether the aging of Deng
Xiaoping, the current Chinese Vice

Premier, can effect a smooth transition of power, according to Johnson.
Johnson described the ruling elite of
mainland China as a ''Geriatocracy"
because the youngest successors or
potential successors are 65 and 68
years of age.
The increased trade and other
economic activity in such cities as
Shanghai will undoubtedly attract
more people to the alreadyovercrowded cities.
Johnson said he also expects to see
more mineral development in the People's Republic over the next 20 years.
Johnson is an 18-year veteran of
the U.S. State Department. He has
served in India, Hong Kong, and
Moscow, as well as Washington,
D.C.
While he admits that his analysis of
China's future ''may be an unduly
gloomy assessment," he professes
high hopes for the improvement of
Sino-American relations. The planned
visits of the Chinese prime minister to
the United States and President
Reagan to the Chinese mainland suggest that relations between the two
countries are on an upswing.
Johnson notes that only 12 years
ago, there was no official interaction
between the two countries. What
began at that point with ping pong
matches and then Dr. Henry Kissinger's historic visit to the People's
Republic is now ''about to take off,''
he added.
Johnson predicted that although
the People's Republic probably won't
be a major economic or political power
by the year 2000, ''It will be a more
important player in the world scene."
Johnson also touched on some of
the key issues that have been stumbling blocks to improving SinoAmerican relations. The problem of
reunification of the People's Republic
with Taiwan, he asserted, is now

wholly an ideological problem, but
has more to do with economics and
culture.
As long as Taiwan remains
economically "viable," he said, there
will be little incentive for the more
economically-advanced island country
to change its government.
Johnson said there are indications
of indirect trade between Taiwan and
the People's Republic, primarily
through Hong Kong. Johnson added
that he expects that in the near future
there will be direct trade because the
Taiwanese will seek to cut out the
middle man to maximize profits.
But the issue of reunification,
stressed Johnson, should be left to the
People's Republic and the governcontinued on page 1 1 .

China trade options widen
for Washington state firms
-I

by Jonathan Dong
Trail Staff Writer
Washington State has seen a rise in
business with the People's Republic
of China said Director of the
Washington State China Relations
Council Robert Kapp Tuesday. Under
an agreement enacted recently with
the Province of Sichuan, Washington
businesses may trade directly with
China.
The Washington State China Relations Council, which is the link between Sichuan and Washington, has
helped Washington firms deal with
China's companies. The Council is
represented by a number of
Washington businesses.
The lumber industry is one example of an industry that has grown due
to increased trade with China. Due to
her lack of natural resources, China
has had to look elsewhere for the
wood she needs to develop her growing industries. China has imported a

number of wood products to serve the
needs of her industries. Among these
products is wood pulp for her paper
industries. Because of lumber exports
from the Pacific Northwest, the port
of Aberdeen on the Olympic Peninsula handles a volume of trade with
China larger than any other U.S.
port.
The need for airplane technology
has spurred business activity between
China and Washington 's Boeing
Company. In addition to the sale of
technology, Boeing has sold several
planes to the Civil Aviation Administration of China.
Washington businesses are also in
the process of investing in the industries of China. One such example
is the company Generra, which
manufactures clothing. Generra provides Chinese industries with the
designs, fabrics, buttons, zipers, and
other materials needed to make a product. In turn, China manufactures the
continued on page I I

Bilingual ed aids adjustment for Asian refugees
by Linda Pope
Trail Staff Writer
Think back for a moment to your
pre-UPS days; back to high school,
junior high, and elementary school.
Remember playground chums and
high school romances, the difficulty of
making friends, the horrors of puberty. Now imagine, at 5, 12, or 16,
packing up and leaving that in order

to save your lire. Imagine starting
over in a country you had never seen
before with the knowledge that you
would never return home. If you can
begin to imagine this, you will have
some appreciation for the difficulties
facing the over 800 school-aged
refugee children currently trying to
adapt to life in Tacoma and in the
Tacoma school system.
The struggle to adjust to a new en-

vironment, new culture, and new
language is not one which refugee
children must face alone, however. In
1976, when the first, mainly Korean,
refugees began arriving here, the
Tacoma School District began a bil-ingual education program to meet the
special needs of the children. At that
time the program existed primarily in
the elementary schools and was
operated on a ''pull out' '

basis—children were placed in regular
classrooms and were pulled out for an
hour a day for supplementary help and
ESL (English as Second Language) instruction.
The program continued as such until 1979 when increasing numbers of
refugees—now Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Laotians—began to arrive.
The school district responded to the
continued on page 12
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PRC, KMT, Hongkong face difficult choices about reunification
by Liz Collins
Trail Staff Writer
Reunification between the People's
Republic of China, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan is a pressing but complicated
issue, panelists told a UPS audience
Monday. The relationship of Hong
Kong and the PRC is pressing since
Great Britain's lease on the New Territories of the crown colony expires in
1997. There is no timetable for
reunification between Taiwan and the
mainland, though both governments
have significantly softened their confrontational stance in recent years.
Maria Hsia Chang, Assistant Professor of Politics and Government at
UPS, set the stage for the panel
discussion on reunification. Joining
Chang were Professors Ho Yun-yi of
TCC and Professors Greg Guldin and
Edward Clausen, both of Pacific
Lutheran University. Chang noted
that the PRC's Vice Premier Deng
Xiaoping sees reunification as being in
the forefront of problems facing the
PRC this decade. Other important
problems include modernization and
the curbing of Soviet hegemony,
Chang said. Chang stressed that the
Taiwan issue has been number one on
Deng's agenda. And in Deng's view,
Taiwan must be brought back in a
position subordinate to Beijing.
This is nothing new in the Beijing
line. What is new is the policy Beijing
has developed since the 1970's, a
two-sided strategy aimed at inducing
reunification. The first component of
this strategy, the ''hard campaign,''
is an effort to render Taiwan nonviable as a nation-state economically,
diplomatically, and militarily. To this
end the PRC has encouraged
nonrecognition of the island's government by other nations, and has pushed for the Taiwan government's expulsion from world bodies such as the
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United Nations, the International
Monetary Fund, and the Asian
Development Bank. The PRC also
seeks to block arms sales to the
island.
The second component, the "soft
campaign,'' is an effort to bring the
island closer to the mainland through
sports and cultural exchanges and
other measures outlined in the PRC 's
Nine-Point proposal of 1981. The
proposal calls for peace talks and
recognizes the right of Taiwan to keep
its economic system intact.
Taipei's new line on reunification
surfaced in June of 1982, according
to Chang. Premier of Taiwan Sun
Yun-hsuan said then that negotiations
about reunification were impossible at
present given the tremendous
economic and social gulf between
Taiwan and the mainland. Leaders of
the mainland and the island lack common ideological and economic
grounds on which to establish a
reunification dialogue, Sun indicated.
Should the gulf be narrowed, then
negotiations might be possible.
Both Deng's and Sun's statements
imply a more pragmatic approach on
the part of both governments according to Chang. Prior to these new
developments in strategy and approach, Beijing had followed a confrontational and antagonistic course.
Taipei had consistently refused to
discuss negotiations at all.
Professor Ho pointed out that both
the Nationalists on Taiwan and the
Communists in Beijing are committed
to the goal of reunification. The
disagreement is on the means by
which the goal is to be attained. The
issue is clouded by mutual distrust and
animosity. Taipei and Beijing each
sees itself as the sole legitimate
government of China. Ho clarified
that he could not speak for Taiwan or

a Motorcyclists

for any group, but only for himself.
"Speaking as an educated Chinese of
the forty-to-sixty-year age group,"
Ho said, ''it is very difficult for me to
objectify the problem of
reunification." Ho stressed his belief
that unification should mean nationalism, the reassertion of China as
a sovereign, fully integrated, and
above all, Chinese nation-state.
"Chinese seek the lessons of
history," Ho added, noting that in
the past three millenia China has been
divided and has achieved reunification
many times. Ho cites an historic will
to unification as insurance that China
will again become an integrated
nation-state. The questions that face
Beijing and Taipei are "when" and
"how." Panelists agreed that no
easy answers to either of these questions are forthcoming.
For Hong Kong, the question is
equally complex but much more immediate. Although Britain holds the
island of Hong Kong and the peninsula of Kowloon in perpetuity, Britain 's lease on the New Territories of
the crown colony expires in 1997.
The colony will be unable to operate
without access to the New Territories,
according to the panelists.
What happens after 1997 is the
subject of talks begun in the summer
of 1982 by British Prime Minister
Margret Thatcher, Governor of Hong

Kong Sir Edward Youde, and officials
of the PRC government. When they
signed the lease on the New Territories in 1898, Britain and China
made no provision for what was to
happen to Hong Kong once the lease
expired. The government of the PRC
claims that it does not recognize the
treaties ceding Hong Kong to Britain
since they were negotiated by a
government which the PRC feels was
corrupt and illegitimate.
The PRC's practice has been less
definite than its rhetoric, however.
Panelist Greg Guildin explained,
"China has always had the military
force to take over, but has not done
so because Hong Kong has been more
useful as it is.'' The colony
proved useful reestablishing political
contacts and getting around trade
restrictions during a period when the
mainland was officially closed to the
outside world, Guildin noted. Goods
and diplomacy flowed through this
coastal turnstyle when trade and other
relations with the mainland were not
politically sanctioned. In the Cold
War years and during the Cultural
Revolution, Hong Kong was a window on China for the outside world.
"Intelligence agents the world around
had a field day in Hong Kong in the
1950's," Guldin added. It wis international intrigue city.''
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China trade opportunities grow for Washington state businesses
continued from page 9

products which are to be sold back in
the U.S.
According to Kapp, "the Chinese
industries have improved over the
past few years. Its industties are now
capable of manufacturing quality
goods which are able to compete on
the international market."
China has begun to manufacture
products of its own suitable for sale
on the international market, according
to Kapp. However, China does not
have the know-how to market these
products, Kapp said. The Council
helps find companies which are willing to sell the products.
There are several areas of frustration in trade relations between

Washington and China that have yet
to be worked out, Kapp said. One of
these areas is the wheat industry.
According to Kapp, "Washington
grows a soft white wheat which is
perfect for the Asian market. This
type of wheat can be manufactured into the kinds of noodles and breads
Asians are accumstomed to," Kapp
said.
However, China refuses to import
any wheat due to the fear of a plant
disease native to Washington wheat.
Scientists claim that the disease
flourishes only in specific climatic conditions and these conditions do not
exist in China, Kapp said. China imported wheat from the Pacific Northwest during the 1920s and 1930s

when chances of catching the disease
would have been greater, said Kapp.
Still, Chinese officials have refused to
consider importing Washington wheat
until the disease is completely
eradicated. Agricultural scientists
claim that eradication is impossible,
according to Kapp. Most other countries in East and Southeast Asia do
import Washington wheat, Kapp
said.
Another aspect of trade between
Washington and China that may expand is direct shipping on a regular
basis. At the present time, there is not
enough cargo trade to make this
economically desirable for China.
When there is, Chinese officials say,
a consulate or a trade office may be

established in the Puget Sound area.
By and large the trade between
Washington State and China does not
create new jobs, Kapp told students.
Companies initiating trade with China
tend to reassign people from within
rather than hiring ''China experts"
from outside, Kapp stid. Most companies in the area with China trade
experience find that knowledge of the
company operations and its product
line are more important than
knowledge of Chinese history or
Chinese social customs. Graduates
wishing to work in trade with China
should first establish themselves in a
company of their choice and then let
their China expertise be known, Kapp
suggested.

Reunification should be left to Chinese government
continued from page 9

ment of Taiwan.
"We should not be a part of it at
all," said Johnson.
On the issue of Hong Kong,
Johnson said he expects an agreement
will be reached between the British
government and the Chinese long
before the current agreement expires
in 1997. If the U.S. State Depart-

ment were to write the new agreement, he theorized, it would probably
include provisions specifying that
China be recognized as the sovereign
power over Hong Kong and also
would allow for a kind of joint
government.
It is in the interest of both countries
to come to an agreement well in advance of 1997, he added. Already

there are signs that some major corporations will leave Hong Kong
because of the uncertainty over its
future.
Whether the two sides can come to
a mutual agreement remains uncer- tam, he indicated.
Can the United States and the People's Republic normalize relations?
"The only fair answer," said
Johnson, ''is maybe." He defined

''normal'' in the sense that problems
can be resolved or modified in the
same way that the United States
negotiates with other Southeast Asian
nations, such as Thailand.
"We haven't gotten there yet,''
he said, adding that there is ''a heavy
political spin on every problem that
comes up" between the two nations.
"It's as if it is a test of their manhood
or ours.

State Dept official speaks
on foreign service careers
by Rufus Woods
Trail Staff Writer

A representative of the Universitj
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's
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(619) 293-4579

The university of San Diego does not discriminate on the
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There are numerous opportunities
for students to work in other countries, a State Department official told
students Wednesday.
Those options include working
with service organizations, such as the
Peace Corps, a business career or a
foreign service career with the U.S.
government, said Darryl N. Johnson,
Assistant to the Undersecretary for
Political Affairs Lawrence
Eagelburger.
Johnson has worked at various
posts during his career with the State
Department. Johnson is fluent in Russian and Chinese and has worked in
India, Hong Kong and Moscow, as
well as Washington, D.C.
Johnson said his primary interest
has been Sino-American relations.
"Dealing with adversaries has got to
be much more interesting than dealing
with friends," Johnson explained.
During his career Johnson has watched carefully the stunning transformation of the relationship between the
People's Republic of China and the
United States.
''It's hard to believe that until

it was illegal for American
citizens to purchase goods in Hong
Kong—any parts of which had been
made in the P.R.C.,'' he said.
Since that time, U.S. - China relations have developed in a "broad but
not very deep" fashion, he added.
But he predicted that this relationship is about ready to flourish.
Johnson described careers in
foreign service as ''dynamic'' because
they put people close to the center
of decision-making.
For each potential new policy,
foreign service officers must analyze
how both friends and adversaries of
the United States will react.
It is important for the United States
to be consistent with its actions even
though the top foreign policy makers
often are only around until the next
general election, he added.
Johnson cited three qualities which
the government looks for in its foreign
service officers. The ability to write
quickly and accurately, he said, is
paramount. Foreign officers also need
to have the ability to adapt to foreign
cultures and changes in the
bureaucratic environment. Experience
in different cultures and languages is
also needed, he added.
1979,
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Bilingual education aids in student adjustment to US
continued from page 9

greater influx of students with the
creation of ''newcomer centers.
These, as the name suggests, were
designed to meet the needs of
students just arriving in the U.S. Currently two newcomer centers are in
existence—one at the elementary
level in DeLong Elementary and one
at the high school level in Stadium
High. The centers are self-contained
classrooms in which students receive
instruction in ESL, reading, math,

RiIiii.,u 4] . IU
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ation to \ini

helped.
The children enter the newcomer
centers when they first arrive in the
U.S. and remain there until they are
able to pass an oral English placement
test. Some students move out in a
matter of months, others stay longer,
but according to a stipulation in the
grant which funds the program, none
may stay there for more than one
year. When they are able to pass the
Harris English Test, students are plac-
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Public Schools. (Photo by Kathi Carrigan)

and science. In addition to certified
teachers, each newcomer center
employs a health professional to treat
the health problems students have
when they first arrive—while they
still have medical coupons and can be

ed in pull out programs in regular
classrooms.
There are currently puii Out programs in 15 Tacoma
schools—roughly 1 in every 4—and
over 800 students enrolled overall.

Study abroad options
Aw

I —

by Kristina Snow
Trail Staff Writer
Study abroad programs offer
students an opportunity to enrich their
studies at UPS with the experience of
spending a semester or a year in
foreign countries. Suzanne Barnett,
Associate Professor of History and
Director of the Asian Studies Program, believes, ''study abroad provides a systematic experience in a
culture that has different historical experiences from that which one knows
at home.'' UPS offers many ways to
gain this knowledge.
A popular program at UPS is the
Pacific Rim Program, currently offered
once every three years. In a nine

month course of travel through such
countries as Japan, Thailand, Korea,
India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka, students
gain knowledge of Asian cultures. By
hiking extensively and living among
the people of these countries, students
gain first-hand knowledge of the
Asian beliefs and customs.
Dorothy Rhodes of the Associate
Dean's Office in Jones 214 can provide students with information on
program details and advise them on
credit transfer arrangements.
Another alternative for the student
who wishes to visit a country not
covered by a UPS program, is to take
a leave of absence from UPS and
travel with a program offered by
another U.S. university or by a
foreign institution.

Kabuki actor performs at UPS
Asia Awareness Week will continue at the University of Puget
Sound next week when Leonard Pronko, an expert in the art of Japanese
kabuki drama, performs on Oct. 13 at
7:30 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel.
Admission to the kahuki program is

$5 for the general public and $3 for
senior citizens and students. Tickets
are available at the UPS information
booth in the Student Union Building,
and will be available at the door.
For more information, call
756-3419.

According to John Cushing, acting
coordinator of Tacoma's bilingual
education program, certain guidelines
determine where students will be
placed after graduating from the
centers. As a general rule, no more
than three students are placed in a
single class because of the extra attention they require from the teacher.
Administrators also try to place only
two different ethnic groups in each
school. Finally, they must comply
with minority enrollment guidelines
which state that the percentage of
minority students in the student body
at any particular school must not be
over 40%.
Pull out programs facilitate learning
for the majority of bilingual students
in Tacoma, but the newcomer centers
remain the backbone of the system.
As Cushing says, ''For many of the
children this is their first exposure to
formal schooling—they are unfamiliar
with the education system as a whole.
So our first goal is to familiarize them
with the idea of going to school.
Right now at DeLong 's newcomer
center, 62 Cambodian students are
learning the ins and outs of going to
school in the U.S. Gail Miller, lead
teacher of the center, has taught there
since it was established 4 years ago.
She works with a staff of 4 teachers
and 5 aides hired from the local
refugee community. Though the aides
are able to assist the students in their
native tongue, classes are taught in
English to prepare students for regular
classroom situations.
There is more than a language barrier to be crossed, however, in preparing students for entry into the U.S.
school system. As Miller said, ''The
students who went to school in their
native countries are accustomed to the
French style of learning—sitting
quietly and copying from the board.

The teacher is strictly a model—the
children imitate but don't create. It
takes a while to help them make the
shift from East to West, and I'd say
that that's the most difficult thing.
Teaching English is easy, it's difficult
to change attitudes toward learning.''
Miller is quick to add, however, that
the job is richly rewarding and enjoyable. ''These children come from a
culture which has great respect for
teachers. I never have any fear of being talked back to or being disobeyed.
Most importantly, all of the students
are intently eager to learn.''
The bilingual education program
of course, is not without certain
drawbacks. It takes a large amount of
money to provide the additional
teachers, nurses, and materials that
foreign students require. Cushing,
however, feels the expense if
justified. He says, ''The benefits tend
to outweigh the costs. For the extra
money we put into educating these
children, we see emerge young people
who are able to function in and contribute to society.
Cushing envisions the program expanding in the future. Until now it
has been geared toward the Southeast
Asian community, simply because
they have been the only group to arrive in such large numbers. Recently,
however, a large number of Poles
have arrived here—Solidarity activists
who have been expelled from their
country. It is expected that a supplementary program will be designed
to accommodate their needs.
The bilingual education program,
though still relatively young, is growing rapidly. As refugees continue to
find a safe haven here, the program
continues to provide them with the
ability to make their new place of
residence less of a refuge and more of
a home.
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New director auditions stiidents
continuedfrom page 7

his behavior ... the actor should consider instead a fractured whole with
bits and pieces of character flying off
the central theme. ' '
With this form of improvisation
and interlinking rhythms built into the
work , a strong ensemble working
relationship is paramount. Shepard
staged his plays with actors that he
knew very well, including his wife.
Some of his writing was even based
on the improvisations and fantasies of
his actors .
' 'That's something I have to make
up for, ' ' Grant says. ' ' I have to find
an assembly of actors that really want
to work this way. It's not going to
he traditional directing. ' '
Grant hoped to create an ensemble
effect with the auditions. ' 'Shepard
has a different theory about character
and the way a play operates . I want
auditions to reflect that."
Grant also stressed that he was
looking for the best six performers,
regardless of sex. Performers with
certain fluency of motion, rhythm,
adaptability and cooperation would
maximize the script's excitement
Grant's ''Hello" greeted twentyfour auditioners and several onlookers
at the October 2 session. ''I am a
physical person and a particularly
physical director. I will work in as
much training as possible," he cxplained. "Now take 10 minutes to
warm up and move around.''
Throughout the floor space of the
theatre and up on the stage itself, the
next ten minutes were a jumble of
chatty conversation, laughter, and
vocal— ' 'AAAAAAEEEEEIIIIOwarmups.
000UUUU'
Grant reassembled the actors and
dispersed them again in groups of four
to
read a page of the script and
prepare. This ten minutes was a
quieterjumble: the groups focused on
their common goals, voices intent on
creating their characterizations. Grant
stood near the stage, experimenting
with the saxophonist, who was still
sending music in from the side of the
theatre.
''What's a higher note
-- —
'—

'E<

sound like? Good. Can you give me
a squeak? How about a really weird
sound?"
The next hour was showtime;
Grant called each group to the stage
one at a time and led them through a
series of exercises designed to show
him what he needed to learn about
each actor.
A lively version of ' 'Follow the
Leader' ' was first on the agenda.
Three actors would mimic every
swoop, stalk and somersault of the
leader, with Grant calling out leader
changes every 10 or 15 seconds.
An individual exercise was second:
each actor had to cross the stage calmly and relax on a stool at the edge of
the stage, then repeat the motions of
' 'Follow the Leader' ' in a completely
different manner. Twice this second
approach had enough energy to knock
the chair clear off the tilted stage.
The third segment of the group
tryout was imitation of the saxophone. Each had to sing 'Happy
Birthday' as they listened to the sax in
the background.
The final portion was a group effort again, an improvisation based on
the page they had read earlier. Grant
again mixed it up, yelling directions
every minute or so: ''Same character,
totally different style! " The frantically crying person began laughing,
the vehement arguer grew
disinterested. Then Grant called out
"Thank you, that's all." and the
next four would file in for their
moments under scrutiny. ''He made
me sweat!" exclaimed one of the
Another
just-auditioned actors.
responded, "I think he's going all out
for the gusto and I want to be part of
that.''
The remarkable aspect of the evening was that one could see Shepard 's
and Grant's ideas of 'ensemble' unfolding—each group had its own
character, as did each actor. The individual performances relied heavily
on the context of their partners.
In this sense, the auditions were a
fitting declaration of the artistic
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for a second tryout on October 4 to
get a closer look before final selections. In his note to all who auditioned, he thanked them and admitted
that they would probably see some of
their ideas of character, as shown in
auditions, in the final work.
Grant came to UPS from the
University of Pittsburgh where he
finished his PhD. His dissertation
was on Sam Shepard. ''I've spent a
lot of time involved in experimental
theatre and improv," he explains.
Grant has seven years of directing experience.
Angel City will run for three
weekends in the Inside Theatre. The
preview will be Thursday, November
17, and shows will run on November
18 and 19, and December 2, 3, 9,
and 10.

Contact your placement office to see our resource took on
i law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation
or a personal interview.
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potential of shows such as Angel City. The actors are not confined to a
script, but have a dynamically changing relationship, with the script as a
soft frame.
Grant is very excited about the
auditions and feels they were very
successful. "The thing I feel best
about is that people felt they got a
chance to show themselves." The
session had lasted well over three
hours by the time the last monologue
was performed. Grant did end the
evening's frolics with traditional individual script-readings.
Grant called back 11 of the actors
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Fulbright scholar to lecture on Goya

1 he above etLh!nq Jrovn (ioya s The Art of Bull Fighting Series
emplifies works of Goya 's on display at Kittredge this October.

ex-

Elisa Primavera will present a lecture entitled "Goya: Revolution in
Person" on Tuesday, October 11 at
3 p.m. in Kittredge 111, as part of
the Goya exhibit featured at Kittredge
this month.
Works featured at the exhibit include the suite of etchings, ''Los
Disparates" and selections from the
Caprices'' and ''The Art pf
Bullfighting" series. Goya, a nineteenth century artist, known for his
dark and powerful expressionism,
depicts the torture and pain of his
native Spain in his etchings. ''Los
Disparates," roughly translated,
means the unreasonable behavior of
human kind. The ''Los Disparates"
etchings are similar to his famed
black paintings'' where light and

dark are used to convey his dramatic
meanings. Produced twenty years
earlier, the ''Caprices" series offers
satire and allegory of a less somber
and enigmatic nature. ''The Art of
Bullfighting" works record brilliantly
the exploits of Spanish bullfighters.
Primavera, a UPS Assistant Professor of Spanish, was a Fulbright
scholar in Spain where she wrote the
first critical edition of the secular
poetry of Jorge de Montemayor.
The exhibit, which will also include works from sixteen American
ceramics artists, will be in the Kittredge Gallery from October 7-28.
There will be a complimentary opening reception at the gallery from 6-8
p.m. on the first day of the exhibit.

Art Calendar
Theater

Music

Tacoma

UPS

TAG
1323 S. Yakima
"How the Other
Lives"
Tues. Sat. 8 p.m.
Oct. 7-29

Half

-

Freighthouse Theater
''Becket'' Oct. 6
"Equus" Oct. 7
25th & East D
~

Cinema
UPS

Recital by Entering Scholarship
Students
Jacobsen Recital Hall
Oct. 7, 8:00 p.m.
Anne Farrel, Voice
Faculty Recital Series
Jacobsen Recital Hall
Oct. 9, 4:00 p.m.
Tacoma

.

Centerstage Theatre Arts
Conservatory
301 S. 320, Federal Way
''Lion in Winter''
Wed. Sat., 8:00 p.m.
Sun. 2:30 p.m.

Tacoma Symphony
Pantages Center
901 Broadway
Edward Seferian conducts
Oct. 13, 14, 8 p.m.

-

Seattle
ACT
100 W. Roy
"Cloud-9"
by Caryl Churchill
Tues. Sat., 8:00 p.m.
through Oct. 13
-

Musicomedy
Seattle Center Playhouse
"Carousel''
Oct. 6-23
Thurs.-Sat., 8:00 p.m.
Sun. 2:30 p.m.

-00

"The Group"
"Desert Fire"
By Roger Holzberg
Ethnic Cultural Center
Theater
University of Washington
Mon. Sat., 8:00 p.m.
Sun. 2:00 p.m.
-

Pat Finley First Nighters Event
Pantages Center
901 Broadway
Oct. 8, 9:30 p.m.
-

Seattle
Northwest Chamber Orchestra
Roethke Auditorium,
Kane Hall, Univ. of Wash.
Oct. 8, 8:00 p.m.
Oct. 9, 3:00 p.m.
Philadelphia String Quartet
Russian Festival
Meany Theater
University of Washington
Oct. 7, 8 p.m., pieces by
Prokofiev, Borodin, and
Tchaikovsky
Oct. 8, 8 pm, S chostakovich!
Monserrat Alavedra, soprano
Meany Theater
University of Washington
Oct. 6, 8:00 p.m.

"The World According to
Garp"
Oct. 7, 8, 9
6, 8:30, 11:00

Tacoma
Zeilig''

Village Cinemas
88th & So. Tacoma Way
7:00, 8:50

"The Big Chill"
Tacoma West Cinemas
1802 S. Mildred 7:00, 9:00

Architect to review moderns
for Thursday Art Club
Thirty-two students and four art
faculty members traveled to Seattle

for the UPS Thursday Art Club's first
off-campus art excursion on
September 29. The Club billed this
trip, one of three planned for the fall
term, a ''Pioneer Square art gallery
tour." Club members saw a Dale
Chihuly glass exhibit at the Foster
White Gallery, 19th century
woodblock prints at the Davidson
Galleries,and contemporary
photography at the Silver Image
Gallery.
As part of Thursday Art Club's
continuing activities, Tacoma architect
Alan Liddle will speak today at 7:30
p.m. in Kittredge, Room 111. Liddle, who completed his graduate
study between 1950-51 at the
Eidgenoissche Technische Hochschule
in Zurich, and whose works have
been published in such periodicals as

Architectural Record and Progressive
Architecture, plans to review internationally known architects (from le
Corbusier to Frank Lloyd Wright)
who led the modern movement in ar-

chitecture

He will also speak about

their influence on his own work.
On October 13th at 3:30 in Room
111, Kittredge, Janet Neil of the UPS
Theatre faculty will be speaking to the
Club on Haida and Tlingit Indian
clothing design and her method of
pursuing historical costume research
through period documents, such as
paintings, carvings, photographs and

museum collections.

Coming up on October 27th, the
groups will be leaving Kittredge at I
p.m. for the Seattle Center's Science
Center which will be hosting
Kuakiutal master carver Willie
Seaweed. In addition, the group will
get a behind- the- scenes tour of the
new Seattle Repertory Theater. On
December 1st, another 1 P.M. trip is
planned, this time to the Seattle Art
Museum. The museum will have its

Oriental and African collections as
well as the ''Box of Daylight'' exhibit of Northwest Indian Art on
display. The two Seattle visits should
not last longer than four hours each.
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Lawsuit filed against Board of Trustees
continued from page 1

environment under highly specialized
administration, with protective
mechanisms to prevent long-term,
gradual decay."
The operation and maintenance of
the museum is funded by two endowment accounts. The Puget Sound
Natural History Museum Fund was
originally funded by Weyerhaeuser
Corporation stock donated by Helen
Long. Helen Long was a former
patient of Johnson's, who is a
general surgeon. Johnson claims
he is responsible for Long's
gift. Her gift, asserts the Friends
of the Museum, was made conditional
upon ''the continued quasiindependent status'' of the museum,
with exclusive authority to disperse
the funds in the museum's Executive
Board Committee. The Executive
Board was dissolved by the University
in 1978. The Friends of the Museum
seeks a court order mandating the
retrieval of selected collections. The
collections then would be transferred
to the University of Washington
Burke Museum along with the remaining $215,000 in the Helen Long

1W

-iI

endowment grant.
The University position counters
the claims. The Board of Trustees
considers the alleged ''loss of
autonomy" as misapprehension,
strictly a ''perceived difference" that
fails to recognize that the museum's
alliance with the Biology Department
actually reinstates the Slater orientation long evident, they say, until recent years of relative flux and inadvertant lack of direction. The Board
acknowledges the dissolution of the
Executive Board Committee, countering that the replacement Board of
Visitors is consistent with overall
University policy and with the same
powers, and some of the same
members, as the former Executive
Board.
The University sees professionalism in the museum as wellpreserved by the directorship of
Biology professor Terry Mace. Noted
for his original research and administrative skills, Mace expresses a
geniune concern for the educational
and scientific application of the
museum facilities. Responding to the
fear of deterioration, the Board sees

the return to wide undergraduate application as confirming the general
UPS emphasis on high-quality,
undergraduate scholarship. Comments
University Dean Thomas Davis,
''The museum is a useful research collection available for undergraduates,
other universities, and independent

researchers. It is not basically different
than it has ever been in the past; there
have been no dramatic changes. If
there was ever a Golden Era, we're
still in it."
The Board of Trustees meets this
March for further discussion.

This mounted snowy owl is only part of a vast collection at the
Slater Museum. (Photo by Kathi Carrigan)
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Competition opens for travel scholarship
Applications are available now in
the President's Office (Jones 107) for
students eligible to compete for the
prestigious Laura H. Cunningham
Fellowship.
The Cunningham Fellowship, provided by an endowment bequest to
the University from Laura H. Cunningham, is a $10,000 cash prize
awarded each spring to a graduating
senior in any academic discipline who
has been enrolled at the University of

much more than wealth—a broader
view of this world and a fuller appreciation of the real enjoyment of
life.
The 1984-85 Cunningham
Fellow, according to the Cunningham
Selction Committee, will be a student
who values educational breadth and
travel opportunites, and who, during
his or her undergraduate years, has
developed a significant degree of his
or her individual potential, as well as

Puget Sound for his or her entire
undergraduate career. The prize supports a year of study and travel abroad
following graduation.
Laura Cunningham was an individual who placed a high value on
the educational advantages of travel
experiences. Her 1907 high school
valedictory urged her fellow graduates
not to ''despise cultural studies
because they do not seem to lead
directly to financial gain. Ihey signify

giving evidence of unusual promise to
make important contributions to
society.
There is no restriction on the
academic discipline of potential applicants. Students in the sciences,
social sciences, humanities, and professional schools are equally welcome
to apply.
Completed applications are due in
the President's Office by January 6,
19S4.
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Oral History limited but valuable
c0ntinued from p. 5

the source itself, which is presented in
its entirety and in its original form.
Furthermore, oral history is seen as
1 aving a greater interdisciplinary
value than traditional history. Ant hropologists , folklorists
genealogists, and specialists (rom
various other disciplines can approach
the recorded interviews and take from
them whatever may be relevant to
their own fields of study. While the
interviews are generally historical in
nature, and are most often conducted
as parts of historical projects, the information they contain can touch upon

all aspects of life, and can thus be of
service to a wide range of disciplines.
Along with historians and anthropologists, speakers at the convention included representatives from
Boeing, Weyerhaeuser, the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
the Seattle law firm of Wickwire,
Lewis, Goldmark and Schorr.
In spite of the obvious interest in
and utility of oral history, one of the
central concerns of the conference was
the field's apparent lack of acceptance
and legitimacy within the academic

community. This wa
-dc1v scn as
an image problem; the OHA has a
large percentage of amateur members
whose interests span a broad range of
specialties. The concensus of opinion
was that this wide ranging interest
causes the OHA to be seen, from the
outside, as an unfocused mishmash of
concerns without any direction or
established standards of quality.
Stave, who Saturday chaired a panel
discussion entitled ''The Future of
Oral History,'' sees the field at a
crossroads. On the one hand, it can
strive for greater academic respect,
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almost exclusively toward promoting
oral history among professional, in
stitutionally attached scholars. It can
also establish rigid technical and
ethical standards, and thus lend the
field an enhanced air of respectability
at least to academics. Or, on the other
hand, it can continue much as it now
exists, embracing both professionals
and non-professionals of myriad interests, whose sole qualification for
membership is an interest in oral
history. Stave himself favors the latter
course, arguing that the benefits of
academic respectability hardly justify
rejecting the extremely valuable input
of the association's amateur members.
In addition, Stave fears that to institutionalize oral history might be to
cramp the field's creativity. According
to Stave, ''Oral history is plain fun,
and institutions shouldn't take the fun
Out of it.
The conference addressed other
issues as well. Conferees discussed
the increased use of videotaping in interviews and wondered if videotaping
constitutes an entirely new historical
technique which might require a
separate set of goals and guidelines.
Calls were also made for a comprehensive network which might
allow for communication and collaboration between oral historians
doing work in separate parts of the
country. In addition, conferees urged
the OHA to establish stronger local
and regional organizations in the hope
that such groups might further
popularize oral history at the
grassroots level.
That oral history is in many ways
limited, all in attendance were willing
to concede. Certainly, oral history can
only be employed when looking at the
fairly recent past. Also, the memories
of the interviewees occasionally conflict with known facts, and a good
deal of what is recollected is of
dubious value. But one look at the
number and types of topics addressed
in the conference's colloquium erases
any doubt that oral history is a firmly
established technique, and has a great
deal to contribute. Presentations ranging from ''Oral History as Court
Testimony" and ''Interviewing McCarthyites," all the way to ''The
Oral History of Illegal Abortion in
Montana, 1883-1973" attest to the
broad potential of the oral history
method. Oral history is on the rise,
and the OHA is already looking forward to the new topics and techniques
to be unveiled at the 1984 convention
in Lexington, Kentucky.
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Emery to compete in Olympics
by Sheldon Spencer

In February, 1984, the eyes of the
sporting world will be fixed upon
Sarajavoe, Yugoslavia, the site of the
Winter Olympic Games.
During a two week period hundreds of athletes will compete for the
right to see their life-long dreams
become realities when hours of
sacrifice alchemize into Olympic
Gold.
Still, there might be a pair of eyes
watching a dream materialize out of a
mid-summer's day dare. They would
he Steve Emery's eyes, darting from
an icy sid'wall to shimmering
snowbank to a flurry of faces awed by
the record-breaking finish of the
United States's two-man bobsled
team in the Olympic finals. Seeing his
team win a medal for bobsledding
would be a spectacular sight for the
University of Puget Sound
sophomore, who had his sights set on
reviving his long and triple-jumping
abilities for the Logger track and field
team just a year earlier.
It would be a spectacle, indeed,
because while the Winter Games are
five months down the road, Emery
has yet to see a bobsled—for the first
time, in person.
Despite this fact, Emery is a

member of the U.S. National Bobsled
Team. The team chose Emery on
basis of his unique athletic ability and
daring. ''This summer some guys in
my fraternity saw this sign in the
Fieldhouse weightroom talking about
tryouts for bobsledding. the description of the kind of athlete they were
looking for fit me, so I decided to give
it a try. So this guy comes across the
State of Washington testing people,
and of about 50 try-outs, my results
came up number one," Emery says
matter-of-factly.
The scout who chose Emery is Jeff
Bizzell, a bobsledding veteran of 3
years. Bizzell, a bobsled driver, was
searching for a new brakeman to complement his driving of the 400 pound
cowling. Bizzell 's former partner
"didn't wear the proper spikes during
the pushoff run, slipped on the ice and
got his legs caught under the sled and
got messed up for a while," says
Emery.
Emery will take the injured man's
place, although he himself is recovering from shin splints that developed
into a leg stress fracture during track
season. Despite his injuries, Emery, a
stury 5'1 1", 185-pounder, managed
to impress Bizell with his performance
in a required series of speed and
strength tests (including the 40 and

Sports beat
Sports Beat is a weekly column
devoted to coverage of those sports
often overlooked at UPS. Schedules,
announcements, and notices can be
included if delivered to the Sports
Editor at The Trail by noon Monday
of each week.

Week's Events
Friday, Oct. 7:
Women's Volleyball—UPS Invitational (10 teams)
Saturday, Oct. 8:
Football—at Linfield
Cross Country—at Bellingham
Women's Soccer—at Western
Women's Volleyball—UPS Invitational (10 teams)
Sunday, Oct. 9:
Men's Soccer—U. of Portland at
home
Tuesday, Oct. 11:
Women's Soccer—PLU at home
Men 's Soccer—at PLU

Meetings
Women's Lacrosse—meet at Gamma
Phi Beta
Women 's Basketball—contact Head
Coach Sally Leyse for tryout
information

Rudolph swims,
to nat 1 title
"I really enjoy swimming, and I
always look forward to doing
better,'' says sophomore Sarah
Rudolph. ''It's exciting to win." If
that is indeed the case, Rudolph must
often be excited. Recently, Rudolph
has been competing in and winning
national competitions. Her time in the
400-meter freestyle at the Senior Nationals was only three-tenths of a second over the qualifying time for the
Olympic Trials.
Competing in the Junior Nationals
this summer, Rudolph placed first in
the 200-meter freestyle and second in
the 400-meter freestyle. Her placement in the Junior nationals, which is
open only to swimmer under the age
of 19, qualified her to compete in The
Senior Nationals, where she took second place in the 400 m. freestyle.

This column provided by your local
Domino's Pizza store.

100 yard dashes, barbell cleaning and
pressing and broad jumps, one of his
track specialties).
Although Emery feels that the intensive 6-hour a day workouts he has
undertaken as preparation for his first
bobsiedding . ill even-

Aft

tually make him a better track athlete,
the grind was very tough going initially. ''Most of the weight exercises
are designed to strengthen my legs
anyway, but when I first started
working I thought, 'This is a joke.
Somebody's just making this up to
see if I can do it.' I'd eat one meal a
day and nothing else because it would
eventually come right back up," he
recalls with a laugh.
But the rigors of training will pay
dividends when Emery and Bizzell
work as a team in Lake Placid, N.Y.,
site of the 1980 Winter Games, later
this month. There Steve will touch for
the 'first time the vehicle that will propel him and his partner through a
mile-long funnel of ice at speeds approaching 95 mph. He will be schooled in the proper technique for starting
the sled, for as brakeman his actual
responsibilities consist of gaining
enough momentum to push driver
Bizzell and sled down a slight incline
before jumping into the back of the
sled and hanging on for the ride. If
Emery even attempts to apply the
brakes, ''Jeff says he'll knock me off

the sled,'' says Steve.
Members of the National Bobsled
Team will come together in Lake
Placid before they leave for lnnsbruk,
Austria, October 26 for the Olympic
Trials. The United States is having its
bobsled trials in Austria because
facilities and weather conditions there
will be on par with what the athletes
will encounter. in Yugoslavia in
February. Training with top-flight
East Germans will give the Americans
some idea of the competition the
Olympics will offer them, since the
East Germans copped the two-man
bobsled title in 1980.
Emery and Bizzell will have to perform as a synchronized, seasoned unit
at the Trials to have any hope of making the Olympic team as a duo.
Emery has been invited to become a
member of a 4-man squad based in
Ohio, so he has a double shot at making the Yugoslav Games.
For the former three-sport high
school star (football, basketball and
track) from Buckley, Wa., the past
month has been hectic. Emery and
Bizzell have been subjects of a media
blitz: television interviews in Portland
and Seattle, radio spots from across
the state and newspaper stories from
around the region are the results of
their partnership. Emery, an
economics major, has managed to remain level-headed, though. ''I was
really apprehensive about missing a
half-year of school, and if something
happens, a year of school... it kind of
scares me, but I think it's worth it. "
Steve is appreciative of the support
he's received from family and friends.
His parents ''are overjoyed," his
UPS track coach Joe Peyton ''is reall)
supportive" and the members of his
fraternity, Beta Theta Pi, ''have been
great.'' ''They've tried to get me
sponsored and they push me when I
get lazy," says Emery.

Loggers win over W. Oregon
by Greg Worden
Trail Staff Writer
Coming off a convincing 1 7-9 victory over Western Oregon, UPS
travels to McMinnville, Oregon, this
Saturday to take on perenially strong
Linfield College. Both victorious last
week, each team takes a 2-1 record
into the nonleague contest.
Linfield, playing in the Northwest
Conference, is the defending NAIA
Division II National Champion, and
should offer the Loggers a real test of
their ability. Logger coach Ron
Simonson characterized his foes, saying, ''At their level they're as good

as there is.''
Linfield's strong running game will
test a UPS defensive unit which
allowed Western Oregon only 48
rushing yards. The game's outcome
could hinge on the Logger's ability to
stop Linfield in a similar manner.
That is, if UPS can improve its
penalty situation. Against Western
Oregon the team was penalized 17
times for 145 yards, more yards than
Western Oregon's offense was able
to amass against the effective Logger
defense. If UPS is to stand a good
chance of beating Linfield, Simonson
admitted, ''We have to play a much
better-disciplined game.''
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Campus politics focus on dorm
Administration officials have decided to rename University Hall, the
Trail learned today. The decision is
the result of a large donation to the
university made by an anonymous
political group on the condition that
the dorm be renamed ''Gus Hall,"
according to a spokesman from the
President's office. The spokesman,
newly hired assistant Alan Smith,
refused to divulge the donor's identity, but did note that the gift was
made in the interest of fighting a recent wave of campus conservatism.
However, a highly placed source
who refused to be identified suggests
that the real motivation behind the
gift was to counter-balance the MX
missile basing plan announced last
year which would disguise missiles as

trees and base them in the Gordon D.
Alcorn Aboretum. The missile basing
plan was apparently arranged by a
local logging concern as part of an exclusive agreement with Interior
Secretary James Watt in return for
rights to clearcut the area between
Jones Hall and the Music Building.
Director of Security Alan Raymaker
notes that the so-called
''Peacekeeper" missile basing plan
serves a dual function: it deters
nuclear attack by the Soviet Union
and guards against campus unrest at
UPS. Raymaker feels this latter function is particularly important in light
of response by students to the faculty
decision last spring to eliminate
Win terim.
A problem in negotiations over
allocation of the gift has developed as

the result of animosities in the History
Department. Professor of Chinese
History Suzanne Barnett, who hopes
to claim a good part of the gift for use
by the Asian studies program, has cut
off relations with Western historians,
accusing them of cultural imperialism
in their attempt to gain control over
the Humanities Program. Claiming
that the Humanities Program was
nothing more than Asian territory occupied by ''Western foreign devils,"
Barnett says she is particularly offended by the participation of Ted
Taranovski, a situation Barnett terms
as ''blatant Soviet hegemonism.'' To
counter what she calls ''this
Anglo/American Imperialism,''
Barnett is offering a new course on
Chinese and Japanese literature in
translation, Humanities 106.

Speaking for the Western interests,
Professor of European History and
chairman of the department Walter
Lowrie asserts that Barnett 's efforts
are doomed to failure. In a confrontational tone, Lowrie declared that the
Westemophiles "plan to carve up the
Asian Studies melon." Added confirmed Westernophile Francis
Cousens, ''I'll never go East of Istanbul."
Detachedly observing the situation, Professor of Politics nd
Government Maria Hsia Chang feels
that the rift will be healed because
''the Humanities Program has an
historic will to unification." Given
the cultural and economic differences
between the two factions, however,
Chang noted that reunification might
take centuries.

Scholars scramble
for publication

if

Lebanese envoy announced

Phibbs to woo Middle East
Bulletin (API) Philip M. Phibbs,
president of the University of Puget
Sound, has just been appointed
special envoy to Lebanon, replacing
Robert MacFarlane. President Reagan
made this surprise appointment after a
secret visit to the UPS campus this
week. Reagan, masquerading as a
Tri-Delt pledge, was able to see first
hand Phibbs's ample ability to play
power politics.
Reading from a prepared text,
President Reagan in his announcement
said, ''Well... " Reagan, according
to a close confidante of the President,
said that he is ''up to his kiester with
this Lebanon thing and that Phil is
just the man to grab ahold of it."
Phibbs, stunned by the appointment, said, ''I can't wait to leave.
This will be a real challenge. I will be
able to use Morgenthau 's theories on

a daily basis. I hope to restore the
balance of power while maintaining
the United States's sphere of influence." Sources close to the President's office say that Phibbs plans to
provide Middle East leaders with ''an
education for a lifetime."
Phibbs was overheard telling Dean
Tom Davis that this appointment will
be good for UPS and especially for the
Arches. Phibbs reportedly said that
the new post will give him a chance to
sharpen his journalistic skills. After
the great success of his ''How I spent
my three weeks in China" article,
Phibbs has been looking for another
country to scrutinize.
Later today Special Envoy Phibbs
is expected to present his Charge
d'Affairs to the Press. Associate Professor Arpad Kadarkay is not a name
well known by the public, or even by

UPS students. Kadarkay is easily
recognized, however, as a result of
his stand-in stunt work for Zbigniew
Brzezinski during the Carter administration.
Phibbs will serve at the pleasure of
the President, but due to the recent
attacks by various Arab factions, his
tenure is expected to end well before
Reagan wishes to replace him.

The Combat Zone is intended as
a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblance to
any person, place, or thing is
purely coincidental.

In view of the virtual tidal wave of
acclaim for China scholar John King
Fairbank 's recently released memoirs,
Chinabound, two other prominent
Asia scholars have announced publication of their own memoirs, chronicling
their experiences in their respective
fcId.
In Japangagged, Professor Edwin
0. Reischauer takes the Japanese
speaking world by the throat by asserting his descendance from Amaterasuo-mi-kami. Reischauer's title was also
meant to capture the response of certain elements in the Japanese parliament, the Diet, to U.S. suggestions
that Japan spend more money on
defense.
Lauristion Sharp, in his book
Thaied, details his affinity for certain
activities centered on Bangkok 's Patpong Avenue.
Meanwhile, Redmond Barnett,
well known for his cooking prowess
has announced publication of his new
book on regional Haute Cuisine en-

titled I-low to Wok Your Dog.

